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Pro-life Workers Arrested in Birmingham, A
Sad Day for Human Rights
By Randy Sly
2/13/2009

Catholic Online (www.catholic.org)

Nine college-age men and women, members of the Survivors
Campus Life Tour, were arrested at Parker High School in
Birmingham, Alabama, while distributing literature to
students from a public sidewalk.

WASHINGTON (Catholic Online)
– On Friday morning at 7:00am, Kortney Blythe was released
after spending fourteen hours in jail for distributing pro-life
literature on a public sidewalk in Birmingham, Alabama. She
and three other female members of the Survivors Campus Life
Tour were the first to be freed. One more young woman and
four young men are yet to be released. 

Two attorneys for the nine college-age members worked from
late Thursday afternoon straight through until Friday morning
to untangle the confused reports of police activity and arrests. 

Catholic Online was able to interview Kortney Blythe, director
of Campus Life Tours, just as she was released from jail. The
interview will be posted later today along with reports from a
press conference that will be held at noon in downtown
Birmingham. 

Reports are still sketchy and unclear in terms of the actual
reason for the arrests. From reports at the scene, many of the
police from the 12 cars that arrived were not only confused as
to what course of action they were to take but some were even
unsure as to the validity of what they were doing. 

We spoke with Fr. Terry Gensemer, a local pastor at Church of
the Reconciler Charismatic Episcopal Church (CEC), Director
for CECforLife, and Board Member for the National Pro-Life
Religious Council. He was surprised and shocked that the event
even took place. 

“I have been in this jail because of pro-life activities in the past,” Gensemer told Catholic
Online. “These young people were not demonstrating. They were merely handing out
literature and exercising their first amendment rights.” 

“I’m ashamed for my city, where civil rights and the freedom to speak out publically have
a history. I’m especially concerned for young people who are watching this type of
behavior.” 
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behavior.” 

The following is the official press release from Survivors Campus Life Tours: 

BIRMINGHAM, Alabama, Feb. 12 /Christian Newswire/ -- Nine college-age members of
the Survivors Campus Life Tour were arrested on a public sidewalk at Parker High School
in Birmingham, Alabama, while distributing literature to students at the campus today. 

This afternoon, the group of pro-life youth activists quietly held signs, distributed
literature and peacefully dialogued with students on the public sidewalk. After being
threatened with arrest if they did not leave the area, the group contacted their attorney,
who then assured them that their location on the public sidewalk and their free speech
activity was legal according to local and state laws. After the Campus Life Tour team
members finished handing out literature to passing students and were in the process of
loading their van to leave the school area, the police then handcuffed and arrested all
nine Survivors without warning. One of the team members who did not assist in the
distribution of literature was also arrested and handcuffed so tightly that it caused her to
cry in pain. 

Kortney Blythe, Director of Survivors Campus Life Tours, repeatedly asked Officer Cooley,
one of the arresting officers, the reason for the arrests. He kept assuring the team that
they were not arrested, they were only being detained, and he did not know what the
charges were. The entire group was never informed of the reason for their arrest as they
were being handcuffed, and one of the officers was heard to question his superiors,
"What are we arresting them for again?" The police confiscated the team's video cameras
and personal belongings, and impounded and searched the Campus Life Tour van. The
police also asked the team members where they were staying so they could conduct a
search in their hotel as well. 

They are now being held in Birmingham City Jail, the jail from which Martin Luther
King, Jr. issued his famous letter condemning apathy and injustice. All nine members of
the Campus Life Tour team have "willingly [gone] to jail for their conscience' sake" in the
same city where Dr. King was jailed for his convictions. In January, the Campus Life
Tour participated in the Birmingham Letter Project in Washington, DC, a series of events
dedicated to speaking against the injustice of abortion in the spirit of Dr. King. They now
find themselves jailed for First Amendment activity in Birmingham, demonstrating that
prejudice is alive and well in America, particularly when advocating for the civil rights of
the pre-born. 

The group is scheduled for an early Friday morning hearing, and have been informed the
pending charge is "criminal trespass". 

"I am in shock and disbelief that a person can be arrested for simply standing on a public
sidewalk and handing out literature. If there is any principle that is so deeply rooted in
this nation's history it is the right of free speech, and it is shameful that those charged
with upholding the law are in fact the ones that violated the Highest Law of the land ...
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Comments

The probable outcome of this event is that someone(s) in Birmingham law enforcement is going
to get a rather severe posterior realignment. Maybe even in the District Attorney's office as well.

Craig Fuller | 2/17/2009

It is with sadness and dismay that I read this story.I stand in solidarity with these students.LIFE
begins at conception those who deny this are only playing the proverbial ostrich. My heart and
soul stand with you Remain strong

OMOREGIE OSA JUDE Dr | 2/16/2009

In the book Hopes N Hats, Tears through Laughter and Laughter through Tears, by: Cheryl
O'Brien Huber 

Katie opts to give birth to her child, even though the result may take her own life. 

To those who believe that life begins at conseption, there is no choice. We must fight for the
innocent who cannot fight for themselves.

Cheryl O'Brien Huber | 2/14/2009
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